INTRODUCTION
Experiments utilizing isolated muscles including skeletal, smooth, and cardiac muscles are central component of research involving screening of new drugs, as well as demonstration of drug effects on tissues in the practical classes of undergraduate pharmacology curriculum in medical, pharmaceutical, and science colleges worldwide [1] . In these experiments, the isolated muscle preparation is usually fixed at one end within the organ bath, and the other end is attached to data acquisition system (DAQ) consisting of a isometric/isotonic transducer that converts mechanical force/ displacement value into analogous electrical signal which then passes to a processing unit at which the signal is amplified, noise-reduced, and digitized before being displayed on screen by specialized computer software or recorded on a graph paper for remote analysis. Different models of DAQ systems for isolated tissue preparations are available in different technology forms. The PC-based DAQ provide a more powerful and flexible solution in both experimental research and teaching purposes than traditional graph paper systems [2] .
A wide variety of simulation software and android applications have recently introduced in the cyberspace to fill the gap in experimental class teaching, however, concerns have arisen against the use of these simulation software in the teaching of laboratory classes as they do not enhance
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Design and Validation of New
Unfortunately, the medical instruments are much expensive, and one PC-based DAQ system for isolated muscle experiments may cost thousands of dollars. This may add another challenge to teaching practical pharmacology to undergraduate students as it would be difficult to obtain multiple units to match the increased number of students even in small group teaching. Recognizing this fact, a survey of medical graduates revealed that while a majority considered pharmacology as the most important basic science, they also recognized the pharmacology laboratories as the most boring and least useful practical laboratories [4] . Therefore, the need for efficient, flexible, and economic solutions that help in teaching practical laboratory classes to undergraduate students, as well as in medical research, is strongly required.
In this article we describe and validate a new versatile and low-cost, digital DAQ system for isolated muscle experiments that does not utilize piezoelectric transducers or complex expensive technology. This new DAQ system consists of acquisition unit and dedicated software. The low cost, efficiency, and flexibility of the design presented herein enables it to be used widely in all experiments involving different types of isolated muscles preparations. Finally, we used simple technical terms and avoided complexities of mathematical equations of the acquisition unit components' working principles aiming at encouraging students and teachers to build this simple DAQ system and use it in their practical classes or home experiments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Device construction
The circuit represented in and hardware using analog input to feed software with signal information (Fig 3) .
Calibration and verification
The system was calibrated and verified by performing three verification tests: 
Isolated smooth muscle experiments
The new DAQ system was subjected to a number of validation experiments inside the Clinical Pharmacology Department at Mansoura University Faculty of Medicine, to ensure sensitivity and reliability in live tissue experiments. These experiments included isolated rabbit intestine, guinea pig ileum, and rat uterus. Experiments on isolated rabbit intestine were conducted according to the protocol of Jespersen et al. [7] . Experiments on isolated rat uterus were conducted according to the protocol of Darios et al. [8] . All animal works 
RESULTS
Calibration and verification
The new DAQ system was subjected to three basic tests to (Fig 4) . The reported discrimination ability was about 1 mV which corresponded to a force of 1 µN.
Isolated smooth muscle experiments
Pharmacological experiments with isolated smooth muscles preparations revealed very good sensitivity and discrimination ability. The primary signal was precise and 
DISCUSSION
Isolated organ bath experiments provide evidence for char- acterization of drug effect in biological tissues which can be directly translated to human studies [9] . Both teaching and research within the discipline of pharmacology commonly utilize experiments that require excised isolated organs or tissues to allow for the study of drugs and their interactions within these tissues [1] . Unfortunately, implementation of the practical component in pharmacology teaching to undergraduate students is a tedious task as it is difficult to obtain multiple units to match the increased number of students even in small group teaching and there is need to ensure cost efficiencies.
The DAQ system described herein is widely applicable for various biological experiments involving isolated muscle contraction and may successfully replace devices used so far.
The method is highly sensitive and easy to build up. It uses commercial small load cell sensor that can convert muscle tension into analogue signal. The acquired signal then passes to an electronic circuit to amplify, digitize, and reduce noise of the analogue signal. The resulted digital signal can be displayed and analyzed with computer software with graphical interface and wide range of functions. As compared to mechanoelectrical DAQ systems of other constructions, the advantages of our system include a high sensitivity (in the order of 1 µN), a wide range of forces recorded (1 µN to 100 mN), linearity throughout the whole range, easy assembly, low costs, long-term calibration stability, good dynam- Ideal DAQ systems have good discrimination ability known as the ability to eliminate noise without negative effect on the measured signal. In our design, the noise could be efficiently reduced by filtering the high frequency noise using a low frequency filter at the output of the amplifier circuit, or by limiting the frequency characteristics of amplifiers using suitable capacitors in feedback connection. The reported discrimination ability was about 1 mV which corresponded to a force of 1 µN.
In conclusion, we described in the article the technical and applied aspects of new and cost-effective DAQ system suitable for teaching and biomedical research concerned with isolated muscle contractions. The system is sensitive, precise, has good discrimination, repeatability and linearity. The ease of construction and cost-effective value elect it to replace old kymographs utilizing smoky paper and the recent expensive units, and enable its manufacture on large scale to meet the expanding number of undergraduate students in biomedical fields.
